
AP Art Studio 

Some things just required hard work. Joyous as it 

may be, the act of creating art demands 

enormous self-discipline that can and will teach 

students to learn how to handle frustration and 

failure in pursuit of their idea. It requires setting 

goals, generating several options, selecting a 

strategy, determining how to apply it, and 

continuously making assessments and revisions – 

in other words, creative thinking and solving 

problems. It is the human mind operating at its 

very best.  
 

From “On Self-Discipline,” by the National Art Education Association AP Studio Art  

 

Dear Prospective AP Studio Art Student;  

 

You have shown an interest in taking AP Studio Art for next school year. The AP program is set up to offer 

students’ college level design courses while still enrolled in high school. You will spend the school year 

compiling a portfolio of work through class and homework assignments that will be submitted to The College 

Board in May of next year. STUDENTS ARE EXPECTED TO BE PROFICIENT IN THE MEDIA IN WHICH 

THEY PLAN TO WORK. Enrollment in Art 4/Portfolio Preparation or Photo 4/Portfolio Preparation or Computer 

Graphics 4/Portfolio Preparation is STRONGLY encouraged during the year that you plan on enrolling in AP 

Studio to help you fulfill your concentration. This course can be taken both your junior and senior year; 

however, you will have to complete a different portfolio each year.  

 

There are three choices of portfolios offered at Westfield. Your portfolio choices are: Drawing (focusing on the 

marks you make on paper, canvas, etc to create a sense of perspective or form), 2D Design (focusing on your 

manipulation of the elements and principles of design; may include painting, printmaking, collage, photography, 

computer graphics, etc.) and 3D Design (focusing on your ability to make sculptural or functional forms.) More 

specific information can be found at www.apcentral.com You will have to register, but it’s free. There is a 

gallery of work, which gives details to the work on the yearly posters given out to each Studio Art student once 

enrolled. In addition, you will find example works listed under exams and you will have several ways to enter 
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the site. You will be able to research the three different portfolios. The website is updated yearly, so you may 

have to surf a little to find what you want. Do not be discouraged by the work; rather be inspired as to what you 

too can achieve if you choose to challenge yourself.  

 

THIS IS NOT A COURSE WHERE YOU GET TO “DO” WHAT YOU WANT.  

 

The course is set up with Westfield High School requirements in addition to AP standards. It is offered for 

anyone possibly planning to pursue art in college or the workplace, whether as an art major or not. Students 

will send their portfolios to be “read” (graded) by a committee of college and high school art instructors who 

assess it as if it had been completed by the end of the freshman year of college. The students who have 

succeeded in this course have been the ones that have come with a mastery of their media of choice and have 

met every deadline. They have a larger body of work (10+ pieces) completed by the end of the first semester 

of the school year, which make the selection of pieces to be sent an easier decision.  

 

DON’T PANIC!  

 

The class is diverse and rigorous, each of you should end the year with a different portfolio. The requirements 

will be tough, but you would expect that in a college setting, and you would not have shown interest unless you 

were not up for a challenge.  

 

The requirements are clearly defined and will work in and out of class, regular critiques, preparing works, 

reading assignments, museum visits and written papers, and self-evaluations. Work completed prior to this 

year is acceptable in the portfolio. You should select a subject for your Sustained Investigation during the first 

quarter to foster the development of this concentration.  

 

You will have a summer assignment (see attached) that is due the first day we meet as a class. We will have a 

critique of this work on that day. (You may bring it to A210 in the morning). Those will be your first grades of 

the first quarter. The work should demonstrate quality, strong technical skills, and a clear understanding of the 

elements and principles of design.  

 

There are many opportunities for further study over the summer. I HIGHLY suggest that you investigate a class 

or workshop! Exposure to other artists is an excellent way to learn! Here are some places you may find classes 

offered:  

 

Fairfax County Schools Summer Institute for the Arts  

Torpedo Factory’s Art League School  

J Art Studio  

Greater Reston Arts Center  

Springfield Cultural Art Center  

Manassas Clay  

 

My understanding is that you have a strong foundation in drawing (yes, even you photographers and digital 

artists); understanding proportions and perspective. If you don’t, take a class this summer or at the very least, 

practice 10-20 minutes per day. AP Studio Art is not a class where basic drawing/painting/design/photo skills 

are taught, it is where they are honed.  
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There is a fee for this course. Most supplies will be provided, however some (optional) assignments may 

require additional costs.  

 

If you have any questions, please contact me via email Eflorimonte@fcps.edu .  

Elaine Florimonte AP Art Studio Teacher Westfield High School  
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AP STUDIO ART Summer 3D/2D Design/Drawing Assignment  

Westfield High School  

Florimonte  

 

Make a work of art (36 x 48 inches) using the following materials:  

● Newspaper (black & white, color, foreign, pictures, articles)  

● Cream or White Masking tape (any thickness)  

● White or Clear Glue (any kind)  

● Black Paint (tempera, acrylic or oil)  

● White Paint (tempera, acrylic or oil)  

● Black Charcoal (compressed, vine or pencil)  

● Poster Board (white and/or black)  

● Your own photography or digital imagery (Only if your intended portfolio for the school year will be 

photographic or digital imagery.)  

 

Concept:  

Luminous. Do some research if you don’t know what it means and create a piece of artwork that expresses 

that concept as you understand the concept. I am looking for your independent thought.  

 

Requirement:  

You must use all the material listed above and only those materials. You may use them in any amount and in 

any combination. You may build the material up – creating some dimension in your piece – but the final 

product must be a wall-hanging piece – not a sculpture. Your piece must have some sort of representational 

element. It can be from direct observation, from imagination, or a combination of the two. It can be abstract, 

realistic, naturalistic, impressionistic, or of any “style” you wish – as long as it retains some representation. You 

can cut, tear, fold, crumple or otherwise distort any of the materials as you choose. It can be vertical or 

horizontal. The final product must be precisely 36 x 48 inches.  

 

Due Date:  

You must have this work on the first day of class – absolutely no excuses. If you do not have this assignment 

on the first day of class, your first two project grades for the AP class will be 0s. No discussion. Email me if you 

have any questions, eflorimonte@fcps.edu. Do not wait until the last minute! This is a very big work of art, and 

it will require time, attention, and energy. (You should expect to spend approximately 10 hours on this piece.) 

Be creative and have fun. I can’t wait to see what you come up with!  

 

Evaluation will be based on the following:  

• Does your piece contain a representational element? What is it? Why did you include it?  

• Does your piece have a strong composition? How so?  
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• Does your piece show evidence of time, care and attention?  

• Does your piece show evidence of excellent craftsmanship? Give an example.  

• Does your piece show creative thinking and problem solving? How?  

• How is the concept illustrated?  

• Is your piece a creative approach to the assignment? How so?  

• What does your piece say about you?  

 

On a separate piece of paper please evaluate yourself based on how you addressed each one of the above 

listed questions. (2 pages handwritten or 1 page typed 1.5 spacing.)  


